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Abstract

Accurate initial estimate of resource consumption is cru-
cial for managing and planning resources and tasks in var-
ious computer systems. This short note suggests a new ap-
proach that provides initial estimate of the resource con-
sumption for a given task with any background loading of
the computer system. We introduce a notion of work index
matrix, which is an invariant for specific computer system,
and consider any work done by a computer system as a path
in the potential field of resources.

1. Motivation

Resource utilization managing and planning is an impor-
tant issue in various situations, for instance, in autonomic
computing systems, in distributed computing environments,
in real time systems, etc. During planning phase of any
computer job it is essential to estimate what are the neces-
sary resources to do the job. Following are some possibili-
ties for getting that info:

• Using default estimates (guessed ).

• Using historical data stored in some sort of repository.

In both cases, one of the issues is low accuracy of the esti-
mate, which leads to a wrong planning. It is also not clear
how to use the previous experience. One of the useful ap-
proaches to the planning is to correct a plan by looking how
fast appropriate job is executed compared to the other exe-
cutions or guesses. In this case, the planning gets reduced
to poor initial approximation and good reactive correction
that requires additional efforts, like dynamic monitoring of
resource utilization.

There is a clear need for more accurate initial estimate of
the task completion time or resources that would essentially
depend on the configuration and other characteristics of a
target computer.

2. Main notions

In this section we introduce the main conceptions used in
this paper, and present some intuitive analogies. First, we
introduce the measure that will be used to characterize the
elapse time required to complete a given work unit. We call
this measure Rate of Execution (RoE). We can distinguish
Computer RoE (CRoE), which characterizes the given in-
dividual computer configuration, and System RoE (SRoE),
which may be related to a system of computers. RoE for a
given work unit depends on two characteristics: the amount
of resources that are required to complete the work unit,
and the amount of resources that are already consumed by
current background loading. We call them Work Unit Re-
source Consumption (WURC), and System Resource Con-
sumption (SRC) correspondingly.

In the 3-dimensional space (time, memory, CPU) the
RoE can be represented as a surface (see Fig. 1), where
each point (T, Mem, Cpu) represents time (T) required to
complete a given work unit under the background loading
that consumed certain portion of the total memory (Mem)
and CPU time (Cpu).

Based on the normalized RoE surface (built for a nor-
malized work unit), we can construct a matrix that contains
linear distortions to the RoE surface in each point of the
resource space grid. We call this construction Work Index
Matrix (WIM).

Note that WIM, in fact, is an invariant of the computer
system configuration that provides quantitative measure of
the system ability to perform any given work unit under any
possible background loading. The notion of RoE is analo-
gous to the notion of potential field in physics, and the WIM
elements are analogous to the normalized potential values in
selected points. Within the physical analogy, the WURC is
equivalent to the physical work in the potential field.



Figure 1. RoE surface

3. Measuring RoE

Now, we explain how the RoE can be measured in a real
computer system. RoE is essentially a measure in the mul-
tidimensional resource space. Each RoE value is associated
with a given work unit performed under a given background
loading, in other words, in a given SRC point. To measure
RoE value in one SRC point we create appropriate loading
levels in each dimension of the resource space, and measure
the time required to complete ’normalized’ work unit. As
shown in Fig. 1, for lower levels of SRC there is almost no
dependency between SRC and RoE values. The closer is
SRC to 1, the higher is the dependency. In [1] this effect is
described as ’saturation’. There may be also a dependency
between different resources, and it makes sense to find most
influential and less correlated resources (reduce dimension-
ality of the problem).

4. Task resource consumption estimate

This section describes usage of WIM values to estimate
task resource consumption (TRC). Following information
serves as an input for the method: computer identifica-
tion, WIM, task as a sequence of work unit elements, mea-
sured with respect to some SRC value (say, zero load), tar-
get SRC. Method outputs estimated time as well as the se-
quence of TRC values. We draw the given task as a path
on RoE starting at a point corresponding to a given initial

load. Then, each element of the task is normalized by the
associated WIM value at the element’s starting point, and
transformed using WIM to its new value under the new load
computed consequently. As a result we get a new path start-
ing from the point of target background resource consump-
tion. Further, for low levels of WURC, since dependency on
SRC is negligible, linear approximation may be used. For
higher levels of WURC one gets linear PDE which should
be solved to get estimated task resource consumption. Re-
sulting path may be used for calculation of, say, max re-
quired resources, or average required resources etc.

5. Summary and Related Work

Initial time and resource consumption estimate is an im-
portant problem for provisioning systems. We outline a
method that provides much more accurate estimate than ex-
isting methods. Similar method may be used in order to
produce initial estimate for different target computers.

We refer for all standard definitions to the book [1]. This
book contains very broad description of possible measure-
ments related to the computer systems. In order to figure
out the resource (time) consumption for specific system one
needs both the system characteristics and characteristics of
the workload. Characteristics of the workload are called
workload indices. For example, in [2] automated estimate
of the workload indices is done by using neural networks.
In order to do that one needs to run similar workload on
the computer system to teach the neural network. In this
case, computer related characteristics are relearned by neu-
ral network for every new type of job. Number of works
on measuring specific application behavior under different
system loads were done by the school of prof. M. Seltzer
(see, for example, [3][4]). Other area of usage is presented
in [5], which deals with CPU usage prediction in heteroge-
nous active networks.
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